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Learn From The Experts.

MA S
COMPUTERS ACADEMY

DREAM HIGH......
THINK HIGH......
ACHIEVE HIGH....

MATS COMPUTERS ACADEMY makes computer learning so simple,
even a non technical student can become a Computer Master in just
one year.
The training methodology at MATS is designed to address your doubts and
fears, & provide you with a simple, practical-oriented and industry approved
syllabus that makes computer learning easy and fun. A computer course at
MATS not only provides you with the technical knowledge of computers &
related courses, but also develops your personality & helps you improve your
ENGLISH.
So, once you complete your course at MATS, you will be transformed into a
confident & well-groomed computer professional ready to make a successful
start in the industry.

CHAIRPERSON MESSAGE
In the modern scenario deciding about your future is not very easy. It becomes more complex when
you have so many options, so much information and also so many people giving you their guidance
and moreover you cannot ignore their guidance and advises. In the present time the competition is too
much that you find yourself no-where even after choosing a very expensive course in search of a
bright and secure future. There are too many career options that the students are often confused when
they have to decide their career that which career they should choose. Here is our humble effort in
deciding the same. At MATS COMPUTERS Academy we believe that if you want to look different
than others, then you must achieve such skills that will define you as a competent, target driven and
above all you will be the part of organizations looking for smart, dynamic and different visioned
professionals. To provide holistic career solutions at one. Single platform MATS COMPUTERS
Academy offers industry-oriented courses with high powered practice sessions that will give you the
heights to succeed in your endeavors. I wish you all the very best and bright future.

- Mukesh Babu Varshney

DIRECTOR MESSAGE
In the present age of competition it is very difficult to choose a perfect career option so that one can
achieve his target and ambition. Everybody is very ambitious in terms of his career. There is a genuine
desire in every human being. To use his talents and give expressions. To his personality in the best
way but something different. Sometimes people drift into a job giving little thought to the
consequences. They make career decisions for superficial reasons and land up with inappropriate
career choices resulting in dissatisfaction and unhappiness. The Academic pursuit necessarily draws
n the intellectual development of the individual while the vocation stream develops critical jobs skills.
Before some years the students used to follow the 10+2+3 education system. And after that used to
search the jobs. But the tastes have changed now. The students should start planning their career
just from their 10th standard so that they can have a clear idea about their future and can get a job at
right time without facing the hurdles. Here are some efforts from us to show the way to the student to
plan their career and make their choices in regard of their future. At MATS COMPUTERS Academy you
will discover a new learning experience in a dynamic and supportive environment. Our courses offer
flexibility, creativity, innovation and of course innovation. It imbibes you with the confidence to step
into the industry with technical skills, to help you excel in this dynamic and competitive world.
I wish you all the very success in your future.

- Tapan Varshney

Confused About Career?
Lacking Confidence?
Not any more. Find the easy way out.
From confused to confident. From shy to sure.
From I can’t, to I can. You will notice the change in you
the moment you join MATS.
Choosing a Career
The procedure of career planning stretches through the secondary and senior secondary in school time.
It mainly needs proper understanding of oneself in terms of academic potentials, talents, interests,
personality, expectations and many more. This basic understanding helps in getting a suitable option.
Childhood dreams are mostly labled as fantasy. But as you grow up you really come to know that what
you want to be in your life. When you are choosing a career you are also deciding a way of life, a life style.
Here are some important steps for choosing a good career :
1. In Choosing a career it is important that you know yourself well.
2. Try to know that what you really want from yourself and also what the world of occupations has to offer.
3. Select those kinds of work where the combinations of aptitude, interest and personality are strong assets.
4. Avoid selecting those work where the aptitudes are weak and where the interest cannot easily be adopted.
5. Make a list of work options, look at these options and then see if you have the required support for these
available options.
6. Expose yourself to wider knowledge by meeting to the people.
7. Be aware of your talent and potential.
8. Awareness of your “true” motivations, aspirations, dreams, strengths, aptitudes, interest, likes, dislikes,
limitations and weaknesses are essential.
9. You need to be very alert and sensitive to your innerself and to the opportunities in the environment
10. Be aware of your personality because once you are aware of your personality traits it would be easier for
you to identify the right career for you.
11. And finally if the career entails exams to get in, devote yourself whole heartedly and single mindedly in
your pursuit to career and success.
If you make your career plan by keeping all the above points into consideration then it is 100% sure that
you will definitely achieve your target and get good job opportunities in your life.

Preparing you for IT Industry
Today we find various career options brought about by the IT revolution within the IT sector.
Networking and software management are the two most important applications which are likely
to have a huge demand in future. All of us know about the software and hardware engineers,
the WAN and LAN specialists. However, few of us know that computer has emerged as a
distinct media likely to overshadow even the electronic media. In future the demand for
computer based jobs and computer related professionals is likely to grow rapidly. To be a leader
in the IT Industry it is important that we build human assets. Thus it becomes important to
invest in human capital and to teach them the required skills so that they can contribute to the
IT revolution of the country.

Make the most of the
opportunity with MATS Courses
Keeping in view the competition the Academy offers the courses to the students which are
demanded by the industry. In todays world the Industry requires IT Professionals and also the
technical experts. The courses offered by the Academy are :
Course Code

Course Name

Duration

PDMA

Professional Diploma in Multimedia and Animation

1 year

PDCA

Professional Diploma in Computer Applications

1 year

PDHN

Professional Diploma in Hardware & Networking

1 year

PDAC

Professional Diploma in Autocad

3 months

PDMR

Professional Diploma in Mobile Repairing

3 months

Short Term Courses like:
MS-Word/Excel/Power Point/Internet

1 month

Pagemaker/Photoshop/Corel

1 month

D.T.P

3 month

Tally + A/c

3 month

Tally

2 month

Html/Dhtml/C/C++

1 month

Visual Basic

2 month

Professional Diploma in Multimedia and Animation
Professional Diploma in Multimedia and Animation right from the basics to the highest and
professional level of multimedia and animation is in tune with the latest trends in the IT Industry
ensuring the student receive the best possible quality education. The extensive course curriculum
and intensive training are geared to provide every student that vital competitive edge in the world
of multimedia and animation which they dreamt of.
Multimedia is more than one concurrent presentation medium for example CD-Rom or a Website.
Although still image are a different medium than text, multimedia is typically used to mean the
combination of text, sound and/or motion video.
And also, Animation has progressed from painstaking labor with cells and paint to the digital
animation with dozens of hybrids techniques in between you would like to learn the basics of
traditional diameter get started with digital 2D and 3D animation, we've got the information that
you need to get started.
Multimedia and Animation has given us many animated movies to watch like Krishna, Hanuman,
Ghatot Kach, Jumbo, Ganesha, Chhota Chetan, Jajantanam Mamantaram and many more. All
these movies attracted a huge audience and also their praises.
Now you can also make your career in this field and become professional in this kind of
extraordinary world with us.
The program offered by the Academy includes:
I Module Printing Media
II Module - 2D Animation
III Module 3D Animation
IV Module Web Designing and Web Animation
Now doing Multimedia and Animation course will no longer be a dream if you take a right decision.

Professional Diploma in Hardware and Networking
There are several reasons that contribute for the highly skilled work force in India. Mastery over
quantitative concepts coupled with English Proficiency has resulted in a skill set that is ideally
suited for the IT Industry. Imagining life without computers has become almost impossible for
a large chunk of population today. But understanding its nitty gitty is not a child's game and
people often feel the need of expert professionals for smooth operation of their computers.
Therefore, a career in Hardware and Networking has become a very good career option for
those who have an interest in this field. Computer Hardware includes various physical parts
of computer and Networking involves the practice of linking a group of two or more computer
system for sharing data and information.
There are ample job opportunities in hardware and networking sector for hardware professionals
all over India. Good jobs in hardware and networking are offered by the hardware manufacturing
companies, system design companies, software companies, call centres, telecom companies,
BPO companies etc. Hardware jobs are available according to skill and qualification of the
candidate. The candidates holding the diploma/degree in hardware and networking engineering
are in high demand in several companies according to their skill and qualification. The hardware
and networking professionals can also start their own business ventures in the form of
maintenance and assembling.
The main features of the program are:
I Module
II Module
III Module
IV Module

Professional Diploma in Computer Application
Information Technology has been a major area of innovation in recent years. This is due to the
growth of computers and computer aided systems of information processing and retrieval. The
impact of these developments on business management is reflected in growing demand for
computer professionals with a sound understanding of basic and advanced computer applications
in business covering key programming languages, data base management, systems analysis,
computer software development in specific applications such as studies, financial management
and long range planning. The computers interface with other communication systems. Keeping
this in mind MATS COMPUTERS Academy offers professional diploma in computer applications.
The course bridges the gap between theory and practice, knowledge and application and helps
the student to keep abreast of recent developments in computer applications.
Through this course the student becomes confident, aware of latest versions of different computer
applications and also are helped in getting good placements after successful completion of the
program.
The course is designed keeping in view the demand of the IT Industry. Hence, it is divided in
four modules with different programmes:
I Module MS Office
II Module Desktop Publishing
III Module Accounts Management
IV Module Programming (C++, V.B., HTML, DHTML)
Seminars and special lectures are conducted for our students so as to upgrade with the new
upcoming fields, trends and current technology.

Professional Diploma in Autocad
Auto cad is becoming increasingly popular for a variety of information technology initiated
projects ranging from structural and aesthetic drafting to machinery design. Employees in many
industry one looking for qualified professional who can effectively manage their design
requirements in a format that only Auto Cad can provide.
From creation to revision, the Auto Cad training program available through Academy will allow
you to quickly become proficient in the technical aspects of computer aided drafting and all its
capabilities.
With demant hotter than ever, many design and drafting industry insiders are predicting
shortages for qualified Autocad specialists over the next several years. Now get started today
by the course offered by the Academy and make your career bright.
The program includes:
Engineering Drawing
Drafting
Auto Cad 2000/2005
2D & 3D
Projects

Professional Diploma in Mobile Repairing
We are in the era of cutting-edge technologies, where technologies dominate technologies.
For that we also have to equipped and have extraordinary sprit to overcome the technological
war. Now a days everyone is depended and believes upon the technical development in the
field of human needs. There will be no superstition in the human evolution and stability
because the cell phones Laptops are the most important things to our life nest to breating
of fresh air.
No one knows with how much speed. We will move to the future to get the most sophisticated
electronic gadgets. In the way of our future the only thing we have, always stay lose to our
hearts will be non other than the technology itself.
MATS COMPUTERS Academy drivers the accuracy in the teaching quality and makes the
students proficient in mobile repairing field.

BPO INDUSTRY
Business Process Outsourcing is a broad term referring to outsourcing in all fields. A BPO
differentiates itself by either putting in new technology or applying existing technology in a
new way to improve a process.
BPO is the delegation of one or more IT intensive business processes to an external provides
that in turn owns, administers and managers the selected processes to an external provides
that in turn owns, administers and manages the selected process based on defined and
measurable performance criteria-through call centers. Call centers play the role of a mediator
between the customer and the company. In this way both the company as well as the customer
saves their lot of time which very precious and also get the best services. In a short span of time.
As long as the company and the customers are there the call centres are also there that means
the job surety is very high.

Features of Training

Career options in this industry

Computer Fumdamentals

Customer support service

MS-Office

Technical support Service

Communication Skills

Data Entry Services

Telephonic Skills

Telemarketing Service

Customer Handling

Insurance Processing

Accent Improvement
Interview facing skills
Project

HR

AT MATS COMPUTERS ACADEMY
We ensure the :
Success of your solution by :
?Training our customer service representative with a 3 division training methods.
?Providing our trainee with an environment that is both professional and challenging
?Hiring talented groups of staff that is educated and technically advanced.

Contact Us
Address

325, Gali Devidas Kharanja,
Nadrai Gate, Kasganj-207123
(In Front of Kavra Homeopathy
& Lala Roshan Lal Ji)

Telephone

05744-242091

Mobile

09897121680, 08909710365
09358343252

E-mail

info@matsindustry.com

Web

www.matsindustry.com

Mukesh Electricals, Bilram Gate,
Kasganj(Kanshiram Nagar)
www.electricals.matsindustry.com
me@electricals.matsindustry.com
TM
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